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Matter enclosedvin heavy bracketsilappearsin the 
original patent'but formsmo part’of‘thisireissue speci? 
cation; matter ‘ printed italicsvv indicates‘ the additions 
made by" reissue.‘ t 

This- invention relates: to a method’: ofF determining‘ the 
natureof earth formations; particularly; those formations 
traversed b‘ylaeb'oreholeor‘well. Mme-speci?cally, the 
inventionrelates to‘ a‘methodjof examining earth‘forrn'a-L 
tions“ in situ ‘by ‘ b‘omliarding 'th‘e formations ‘with neutrons 
and measuring‘the ‘intensity of those gamma=rays induced 
by the neutron bombardment whiclrare‘ihdiéatiire- of’ the 
fact that they are‘ produced ‘by =theecap'ture‘ ‘of’ wneutrons'by 
elements other than‘hydroge‘n.» The’ principaliobject-a of 
the ‘ invention‘ is ' provision of<a= method? of‘ this" type 
through the carrying :out "of which ‘certain elements“ such; 
for‘ example; as‘Ich‘lorine can'he distinguished‘ffoni 'hydi'o= 
gen: Ari-important applicatiomof themetho'd‘is in the 
determination ’ as' to whether ‘ an - earth ‘ formation - contains 

salt water‘or' hydrocarbon‘ oil. 
The; fundamental‘ principle‘ involved " in this ‘ invention 

is" that ' when‘ formations" are‘ homh'arde'd3 by neutrons 
gamma‘ rays-‘havingenergies ofi'about 232‘ m‘. e: v; are 
emitted by liydrogen- nuclei; on‘ capturing; thermal neu= 
trons, while chlorine nuclei, for example; emit‘ gamma 
rays having energie's'up to‘8'or’ 91m; e. v. on capturing 
thermal: neutrons. It’has been" found that‘ by‘ using’ a 
detector-‘of the‘ type vtofi‘a proportionalicrystal- scintillation 
counter; itlis possihle to‘discrirninate‘ against‘ the1 pulses 
caused’bythe '2'j2'm: e‘: v. gamma-rays- while: stillco'untL 
ing'amappreciahle- number of the‘ pulses‘ caused“ By the 

energy gamma‘rays. " 

In many formations where oil is found, the nuclei have 
smallércro'ss‘sections‘for’thecaptureof thermal neutrons 
thatr has" hydrogen.‘ As a‘ result‘ a‘ large part‘ of: the 
thermal‘neutr'ons' are captured 5 by; the hydrogen“ nuclei 
with" the emission~ of 222 m. e: v: gammazrays: Sandi 
which? is substantially" composed of‘ silicon and‘; oxygen 
nuclei? is’ an‘ example of” such‘ a" formation" since silicon 
and especially’ oxygen'have low'capture cross" sections 
fhr‘ thermafneutrons: GhiorinB, on‘theother'handl has 
a‘ capture‘ cro'ss"section‘which is ‘much larger'than‘ those 
oftsilicorr or‘oxygen'; and‘lthereforedf ‘chlorine i‘s"present 
in the formation; some of'i’thermal'neutrorrs wilI'h‘e‘cap; 
tured by chlorine nuclei wh’ich'then' emit‘ gamma rays 
havr'r'rg- energies‘ that are considerably‘ larger than" the 
222 m: e: v-.' gammav rays’ which‘ arise'throughhydrogen' 
thermal‘neutroucapture; In fact; each time‘ a‘ nucleus 
of‘ the: more” abundant‘ isotope“ of" chlorir‘rev captures a 
thermal‘neutron; there is" a’ release‘ of "a‘ total‘ energyv of 
about‘ 8: m: a e: v. and‘ many‘ other ‘nuclei also" emit’ high 
encrgy’gamma' rays’ underv these circumstances‘; 

When'a‘ scintillationcounter-‘wither fairly large sensitive 
mass‘is used to" detect these thermal‘ neutron induced 
gamm'as, there’is are‘lati'on between'the‘maxirnum size'o't 
theepulses th'attar'erau'sed‘ by gammasofa certain'ener'gy', 
andithe sizeof'this-‘energy; That'is, the-maxi'inummulse 
siie-thationeohtainsjffomia'2l2irn'. e‘: v; gamma'is‘c'om 
sldérablya smallerfthan the-maximum‘si'ze that‘i's-lohtained 
fronr;~for?instanoe;-a=l4 m; e: v. gamma": 'Phuseib'ié'e seen 
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2: 
thatiifithere vis ar-changein-the relativelnumbers‘ot‘cfthermal 
neutrons that’are‘ absorbed‘b'y the" various nll'cléi‘bftio 
formation; then~in~ addition’ to a possible vchangein‘tlie 
counting rate, this change may'make-itself‘apparent‘irra 
change in- the pulse‘ height1 distribution" which could’ be 
detected ‘by repulse height; analyzer; 

Experiments have "been performed which‘ clearly prove 
the‘principles outlincd'in the foregoing‘: In-‘on'e'of‘these 
experiments a: 32:’ gallon‘ receptacle-“was '?ll‘ed'jwitli' water; 
the salinity?o?which could *be easily varied‘ on‘cont'rnlled; 
A’1 source of? neutrons: comprisin'g‘a mixture of radium 
and beryllium ‘ in“ a‘ container having jlea’d‘ walls"2"‘ thick 
was immersedhrr" the‘ water’ and i an’ additional" 4"‘ of lead 
shielding‘ was 1 placed“ between L the‘ source ‘ and"v a" sciittilltie 
ti'omdétecror- [scintillemeterflthaving affair'ly largedumim 
oph’or‘ comprising" a sodium iodide; thallium activated; 
crystal‘in'> orderto ‘minimize the- direct’ radium‘ radiation 
With‘ the‘ crystal} When‘ the" receptacle‘ was; ?lled' with 
pure‘ water‘; it’ was: found‘ that‘ the * hydrogen nuclei~ ?rst 
servedia'slthe moderator; slowing; the‘ fast‘ neutrons down 
to‘ thermal ivel'ocities; and‘th’en ‘proceeding’ to 'capturemo'st 
of-"the thermal‘neuttons‘, producing 212m": e‘: v.‘ photons 
and déuterium‘in thee-process: A'sv chlorine ‘ill the ‘form-of 
NaCl was added: to the» water, the‘ fast' neutrons'were 
slowed Riown'as‘befor'e’by thtrhydrogen “nuclei which were 
present in’ approximately the same‘ number‘ per‘ unit 
volume‘ofr‘liquidra's‘before; Howevenithe' chlorine nu 
clei? then” competed? with the‘ hydrogen nuclei for. the 
capture of‘the‘thermal;neutrons’andlsince the chlorine 
c‘apture‘cros‘s sectionds’ahout- 106 times that'of the ‘hydro’ 
gen, chlorine-nucleicapture-as many‘th‘errnal neutrons-as 
the: hydrogen‘iwhen the‘ relative-numher‘of" chlorine" and 
hydrogen‘ nuclei‘ penuuit volume’ of‘ liquid: is onlyq/ibb 
which corresponds to a salinity of 45 grams per litre: 
This; means‘\ that" when‘ the salinity,’ reaches" about? 150 
grams per litter; the“ chlorine {nuclei are ‘ already ‘capturing 
most= of? ‘thei‘ther‘rnal ‘ ‘neutrons ‘ and’ the’ addition of" more 
chlorine nuclei by increasing the salinity" still' fiirther 
will‘ have but little effect on=the nature of the‘r're'dtron 
capture gamma rays; The that the‘ experimental 
curve‘ of‘ Figure 2 ' ?attens out’at‘ the‘- same" salinityas' the 
calculatedrate of‘ thermal neutron‘ capture by chlorine 
nuclei versus salihityshows that“onecanhave‘aquantital 
tive=kinowledige of the physical processes ‘involved.’ 

IiiI accordancewith one ‘ embodiment‘ of the‘ invention; 
the induced‘ gamma'rays- are‘detect'ed hy‘a' scintillation 
detector“lfscintillorneterjfcomprising; asw'ell known, a 
lumino'phor‘ and: a-"photo-multiplier ‘tube ‘and'the electrical 
pulses produced are transmitted to' the surface‘ where 
they'are-ampli?edand‘ divided’into two groups by means 
ofi’a conventional discriminator which, for‘ example; can 
be setito‘block a'll‘pulses" smallenthan' those which cor= 
respond-to the-maximum'pulse ‘from a' 2:2 ‘m‘; e‘; v.‘ gamma 
ray. The'counting ratecf the'lar'ger'pulsesis ‘then sepja= 
rately' recorded; in‘ addition" to‘ the usual. recording of 
the counting‘ rate'of'a'll’pulses which provides‘ the more 
‘or'le‘ss ‘usualineutronega‘mrna ray log"provi‘d'ed; of course; 
that the detector'andjthe" source‘ have“ satisfactory shield; 
ingand geometry. For this to he ttue,_it»is assumedkhat 
the vertical‘distance fr'ornthe source to the detector. is 
about-.lUinchesi The countingtratesrfor. thelargepulses 
will‘b‘e muchwsrnaller than . the‘. rates-in the~otl1eri channel; 
'I‘Lhev larger pulse. ratewill' increase, with: increase in the 
chlorine concentration“ In addition, the largepulsewdunta 
ingq'rate will decrease-‘:with‘ increasing hydrogenf cor-men; 
tration ' since the: thermalyneutronsr will‘, be: captured; fur; 
ther. away; frorrrv the‘ detector: If‘; a“ formatiom consists 
merelyfof"sandiandihydrocarbonsg the largeipulseioonntl 
ing'rate'lwilliherlow; but ifi’there is saltwater ‘present; the 
large pulse counting rate willliherease' and‘-_thns'-‘one*ean 
distinguish'hetwleen‘oiPahd’salt water.‘ " 
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' Certain considerations arevof importancein the design, 
of a_ “chlorine” logging tool or instrument. Since the 
discriminator bias is set quite high, there is comparatively 
little_interference from the thermal noise of‘the photo 
multiplier. It is quite possible that suitable photo-multi 
plier tubes will be developed for higher temperatures than 
the type 5819 tube, the present limit of which is about 
75° C. When and if this improvement is achieved, there 
will be less or no necessity for refrigeration of the detector 
when used in a bore hole. Furthermore, the high dis 
criminator bias also makes the source shielding require 
ments less stringent than in the case of the present neu 
tron-gamma ray logging instrument. Thus, with the 
smaller amount of source shielding, the detector may 
be placed as little as 4 or 5 inches from the source and 
with this geometry it is known from past experience that 
the resulting log will be substantially insensitive to the 
amount of hydrogen in the formations. At the same 
time, the log will still be sensitive to the presence of 
chlorine and, thus, by operating with the detector close 
to the source, changes on the log due to the presence of 
chlorine can easily be distinguished from changes due to 
hydrogen content of the formations. If, in this case one 
wished to measure the hydrogen content simultaneously, 
a second detector at a greater distance from the source 
would be required together, of course, with means for 
conducting its output to a recorder at the surface. One 
also gains in the provision of higher counting rates when 
the detector is disposed closer to the source. 
For a better understanding of the invention, reference 

may be had to the accompanying drawing in which: 
Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional elevation through a portion 

of a bore hole in which an instrument is disposed for 
carrying out the method of the invention; [and,] 

Fig. 2 is an experimental curve showing variation in 
cognting rate with changes in salt concentration[.] 
on ,' 

Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional elevation through a 
portion of a bore hole having suspended therein an instru 
ment for carrying out a further embodiment of the method 
of the invention. 

Referring to the drawing, a bore hole 10 is shown as 
traversing several sub-surface earth formations such as 
those indicated at 12, 14 and 16. The bore hole may or 
may not be provided with a steel casing since it is well 
known that the neutrons and gamma rays will pass 
through the conventional casing with but very little loss. 
Shown within the bore hole is a logging instrument or 
tool indicated generally by the housing 18. This in 
strument is suspended from a conductor cable 20 which 
passes over a suitable cable measuring reel or drum 22 
and then to an ampli?er 24. 
Shown within and preferably in the lower portion of 

the instrument 18 is a source 26 of neutrons such as a 
mixture of radium and beryllium. Also within the in 
strument housing and above the source 26 is a scintilla 
tion detector [scintillometer] indicated generally by the 
arrow 28 and comprising essentialy a luminophor 30 and a 
photo-multiplier tube 32 which may be of the 5819 type 
having a cathode 34. The output of the tube 32 passes 
through a suitable preampli?er 36, the output of which is 
led to the lower end of the cable 20. 
The luminophor 30 and the photo-multiplier tube 32 of 

‘the scintillation detector [scintillometer] areshown as 
enclosed in a receptacle 38 which may comprise a Dewar 
?ask. If desired, the receptacle 38 may be packed with 
ice or some other cooling agent at the surface before 
the instrument is run into the hole so as to maintain the 
temperature of the tube 32 below 75 ° C. above which 
the sensitive surfaces of the photo-multiplier tube would 
be ruined. It is understood that any other suitable means 
can be used for refrigerating the scintillation detector 
[scintillometer] when it is to be used in a bore hole hav— 
in; temperatures higher than 75 ° C. 

Between the source 26_and the luminophor 30 is ‘a 
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shield member 40, the purpose of which is to absorb a 
large portion of the direct radiation from the source 26 
which otherwise would strike the luminophor and cause 
spurious indications. As has been stated hereinabove, 
when the logging instrument is used for making a “chlo 
rine” log, the discriminator bias can be set quite high 
and the distance between the source 26 and the scintillation 
detector [scintillometer] can be as little as 4 or 5 inches. 
Neutrons such as the one indicated by the dotted line 42 
pass outwardly into the surrounding formations wherein 
gamma rays may be induced, some of these such as the 
one indicated at 44 passing back into the bore hole to 
penetrate the luminophor 30. The luminophor scintil 
lates upon gamma ray bombardment with the resulting 
production of photons, and the nature of the substance 
is such that the number of photons produced in unit time 
is a function of the product of the number of impinging 
gammas and their energies. The photons are converted 
into electrons by a photo-sensitive device such as the 
photo-multiplier 32 and each detected gamma ray pro 
duces an electron pulse, the amplitude of which is a func 
tion of the energy of that gamma ray. It is understood 
that the luminophor 30 will be of such size that the elec 
trons produced therein dissipate all their energy in the 
luminophor, which then gives off a certain portion of this 
energy as photons which are in turn detected by the 
photo-multiplier tube. 
Shown surrounding the luminophor 30 is a short cylin 

der 46 of a substance such as cadmium capable of ab— 
sorbing thermal neutrons which might otherwise strike 
the‘ luminophor. Within the cylindrical shield 46 is an 
other cylindrical shield 48, preferably of lead for absorb 
ing at least a major portion of the gamma rays which 
might be induced in the cadmium 46 due to the impinge 
ment of thermal neutrons thereon. If desired, the two 
shields 46 and 48 can be replaced by a single cylindrical 
shield of boron since very little gamma radiation is pro 
duced on capture of thermal neutrons in boron and the 
4 m. e. v. alpha particles are easily stopped before they 
reach the luminophor. 

It has been found that for the luminophor 30 a crystal 
of sodium iodide, thallium activated is very satisfactory. 
Other luminophors which can be used are crystals of 
thallium activated potassium iodide, calcium tungstate and 
cadmium tungstate, and as is well-known, these crystals 
are now available in sut?ciently large sizes to operate suc 
cessfully in a proportional scintillation detector [scinti1— 
lometer]. - - ~ _ 

At the surface, the output from the ampli?er 24 passes 
to a suitable discriminator 50. The‘ discriminator 50 is 
in e?ect an adjustable ?lter which passes only pulses of 
a predetermined amplitude to the recorder 52 in which 
the pulses are recorded as traces against time. It is also 
desired that all of the pulses, regardless of their size, be 
simultaneously recorded in log form and to this end 
these pulses are led to a second recorder 54. It will 
be apparent that the log or record obtained at the re 
corder 54 will comprise more or less what is known as a 
neutron-gamma ray or induced gamma ray log. 

In operation, and assuming that a “chlorine log” is to 
be made, the instrument 18 will be either lowered or 
raised past the formations surrounding the bore hole 10. 
Neutrons from the source 26 cause gamma rays to be 
induced in the formations and some of these gamma rays 
strike or penetrate the crystal 30. The photons produced 
in the crystal strike the cathode 34 of the photo-multi 
plier 32 producing electrical pulses which are preampli 
?ed at 36 and conducted upwardly over the cable 20 to 
the surface. These pulses are preferably again ampli 
?ed at 24 and pass to the discriminator 50, the bias of 
which is adjusted to a fairly high value, say 60 volts. 
The smaller pulses, for example, those due to thermal 
noise in the tube 32 and the pulses produced by the 2.2 
m. e. v. gamma rays induced in hydrogen containing for 
mations are blocked out in the discriminator and the 
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pulses‘ of larger. ' amplitude such? as - those: producedv aby- 8 
01*‘9 m’: e. v: gammair'ay‘sifrom'; chlorine are recorded in 
log format‘ the device‘SZ; At the same time,.a- cone 
spondingrecord ' is ‘made by‘th‘e device'f-54Ebut‘ in rthis‘lcase 
all of‘ithe pulses,rboth large-andsmall;arerecorded, the 
discriminatorl‘fbr' recorder 54""preferably being set to re‘ 
move: the small pulses caused by ' thermal. noise‘. Assume 
ing that the‘instrur‘n'ent' 18Yis11bein’g1pulled-upwardly. past 
the formations‘? 1'6‘: and- 14§-if-'th‘e counting rate ofithe 
large pulses‘ at*5‘2¢is small; an‘. indication will-be had to 
theeffectt that the‘ formation Iii-contains. little if any 
chlorine"-or"saltwa'ter. IfIthe counting rate recorded-at 
54‘ is'fairly low, this would'iindicateithatiformation 16 
contains hydrogen which in all lprobability'will‘be inlthe 
formof 051.‘. Ini'moving- into=the"forrnation' 14 if the 
counting .rate-I' at 1 54 remains". aliout the?‘ same. as. before 
but 'the. counting ’_rateiof the large ‘(pulses at 52. increases, 
an ‘:indication will-be :had- that the-formation ‘14- contains 
chlorine or? salt water; It is‘: believed.‘ obvious thatthe 
interface. between: salt‘: water and. oiliwithin a single‘ for 
mation-can be determinediand locatedxin the same manner. 

Figurer2- is‘ea. curveiwhich is the. result of‘ experiments 
mentioned hereinabove‘and'shows that as the salt con 
centration ‘is: increased up i to .from- 100. to. 150 grams . per 
liter,‘ the“: counting rate-ofitherlarge Epulses increases very 
materially. 

Figure 3 shows an instrument 18', generally like the 
instrument 18 of: Figure 1; but’ which‘v further includes 
a second detector together‘ with" means for conducting its 
output to a recorder ‘at th‘e'surfa'cei The instrument 18' 
provides means for conducting a simultaneous chlorine 
andih'ydrogen log in accordance with the presentinven 
tion. The elements shown in this-?gure corresponding 
to those of Figure I'are identi?ed ‘with similar reference 
numbers. In thewinstrumenta18' Off Figure 3, the recep 
tacle 38’ corresponds to the receptacle 38 of Figure 1, 
except" thatE it contains‘ two' separate detectors 248" and 
28a. Asia th‘ecase of the'instrument’18 ofiFigure‘l, 
the detectof‘28, together‘with‘ the‘ associated equipment 
for transmitting its signal to the recorder 52, is employed 
to detect chlorine. The detector 28a, which is positioned 
further from the source 26 than the detector 28, includes 
a luminophor 30a and a photomultiplier 32a and is em? 
played to detect hydrogen. The output of the detector 
28a is coupled through a preampli?er 36a to an ampli 
?er 24a, a discriminator 50a and a recorder 52a. The 
signals from the respective detectors Z8 and 28a may be 
transmitted to the surface equipment, either through the 
use of a multi-conductor cable or through other known 
signal transmission techniques. 

It may be mentioned that the probability of slow neu 
tron capture is about 100 times as great, atom for atom, 
in chlorine as in hydrogen. The rate of production of 
these neutron-capture gamma rays remains essentially 
constant in a mixture of neutron-capturing atoms. The 
addition of 1000 chlorine atoms to 100,000 hydrogen 
atoms causes enough additional absorption that the neu 
tron population is reduced and the net result is that the 
rate of production of capture gamma rays stays about 
the same. These 1000 chlorine atoms, however, having 
100 times the capturing power produce as many capture 
gamma rays as the 100,000 hydrogen atoms. Thus, a 
mixture of one chlorine atom and 100 hydrogen atoms 
gives off equal numbers of chlorine-capture gammas and 
hydrogen-capture-gamma rays. For these reasons, it is 
possible to detect quite small brine concentrations by 
using a neutron-gamma ray scintillation detector propor 
tionally and observing or recording the high energy 
gamma rays. I 

While the invention has been described as having par 
ticular application to the location of chlorine-containing 
formations, it is to be understood that considerable other 
information can be obtained by carrying out this method. 
Thus, the presence of shales would also be indicated by 
an; increased large pulse counting rate and these readings 
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indicatingthighporosity; on the standard ~~ or conventional 
neutron-gamma}. my log: could. then. be‘ dismissed ‘ more 
authoritatively-on this-sbasisathan byt depending-.oma-natm 
ralt gamma. ray; lo'gc'to 'pickhoutth'e shales; as» has been 
donein the-pasts Likewise thisrmethodican also'be used 
to. locate-1 certain meta-ls,‘particularly.v where. they occur 
in: a\ quartz matrix; For. example, manganese emits a 5 .73 
or. 7,2vm. e; v.‘ gammalrayscsuperimposed on-a continu 
ous-backgroundon capture of=thermalineutronst 

If. desired, a differential pulse= discriminator can be 
utilized 'which aecepts=only-. the pulses :which. lie ina-come 
parativelyvsmall amplitude range. This can be-very'use 
ful whentdealing-with .gamnralrays of suf?cient energy to 
largely: produce. electronv pairs on. inter-'actionwith the 
detector; Under,‘ these: conditions, the pulses :will. have i a 
de?nitesizei corresponding to>a certain discrete gamma 
energy; By;- usingnanrinstrument': such as 'a' multichannel 
differential 1. pulse» discriminator,‘ it : is‘. possible‘. that one 
could differentiate between some of thetgammasrthatlare 
induced; in? nuclei‘ such as. iron;,c~hlori'ne and E silicon. 

Although the scintillatiomdetector [scintillometer] has 
been described as having a sodiumriodide-crystal acti 
vated. with thallium ‘improvements arebeing made which 
indicate that-.th'e liquidiluminophorslmay also be used 
successfully inlthe-rnethodadescribed. Likewise, lumino 
phors~mayq be". used‘. of ~. the: type- described his the ‘ U: S. 
Letters / Patent ‘Now 2,5 59,219; _. granted‘? July‘ 3, 1951,. to 
C. . G. . Ludeman. 

Obviously, .many. modi?cations. and variations ' of the 
invention ,as hereinbefore. setforthmay. be. made with 
out'departing from the spirit=and ‘scope thereof and, there 
fore, only such limitations should be imposed as are indi 
cated'in the appended ' claims. 

ll The method?of‘examining‘an‘ea'rth formation trav 
ersed by‘ a‘ ~ bores note- to; determine’ whether said‘ forma 
tion- contains: chlorine or oil ‘ which’v ‘ comprises bombard; 
ing‘ said formation‘ with‘- ueut'rons‘from‘ a point within 
said? bore h’ole re?nance gamma raysitherein, causing 
thosewinducedtgamma rays-reaching a“ zone in- the bore 
hole spaced vertically from said source by a distance of 
approximately 4 to 6 inches to impinge upon a body with 
the resultant transfer of gamma ray energy to electrons 
which in turn produce photons while causing substan 
tially all of the energy of the electrons to be dissipated 
in said body, causing said photons by electron cascade 
to produce electrical pulses proportional in amplitude to 
the energy of the activating gamma rays, and recording 
those pulses having high amplitudes of the order of 8 
m. e. v., the presence of any substantial number of these 
pulses being indicative of the presence of chlorine in said 
formation. 

2. The method of examining an earth formation trav 
ersed by a bore hole to determine whether said forma~ 
tion contains a substance having a cross section for cap 
ture of thermal neutrons which is appreciably higher than 
the cross section of a hydrogen-containing substance 
which comprises bombarding said formation with neu 
trons from a point within the hole to induce gamma rays 
therein, causing those induced gamma rays reaching a 
zone in the bore spaced vertically from said source by a 
distance of approximately 4 to 6 inches to impinge upon 
a body with the resultant transfer of gamma ray energy 
to one or more electrons which in turn produce photons 
While causing substantially all of the energy of the elec 
trons to be dissipated in said body, causing said photons 
by electron cascade to produce electrical pulses propor 
tional in amplitude to the energy of the activating gamma 
rays, and recording those pulses having high amplitudes 
of the order of 8 m. e. v. 

3. The method of examining an earth formation trav 
ersed by a bore hole to determine whether said forma 
tion contains chlorine or oil which comprises bombard; 
ing said formation with neutrons from a point within said 
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bore: hole. to induce gamma rays therein, causing these! 
gamma rays reaching a zone in the bore hole spaced ver 
tically from said source by a distance such that the re 
sulting log will be substantially insensitive to the amount 
of hydrogen in the formation to impinge upon a ?rst de 
tector comprising a body which results in the transfer of 
gamma my energy to electrons which in turn produce 
photons while causing substantially all of the energy of 
the electrons to be dispersed in said body, causing said 
photons by electron cascade to produce electrical pulses 
proportional in amplitude to the energy of the impinging 
gamma rays, recording those pulses having amplitudes 
above 2.2 m. e. v. to provide a log that is indicative of 
the presence of chlorine in said formation, running a 
separate log with a separate detector and recording from 
said separate detector pulses indicative of the hydrogen 
content of said formation, thereby obtaining quantita 
tive knowledge distinguishing between oil and salt water 
in said formation. ' 

4. The method in accordance‘ with claim 3 in which 
the two logs are run simultaneously. 

5. The method according to claim 4 in which the spac 
ing between said second mentioned detector and the neu 
tron source is greater than the spacing between the ?rst 
mentioned detector and the neutron source. 

6. The method of examining an earth formation trav 
ersed by a bore hole to determine the quantities of hy 
drocarbon oil and salt water contained therein as evi 
denced by the quantities of hydrogen and chlorine there 
in which comprises the steps of passing a source of neu 
trons through the bore hole in order to irradiate the 
formation whereby gamma rays are induced therein 
through capture‘ of neutrons by chlorine and hydrogen 
nuclei present in the formation, simultaneously passing a 
?rst scintillation detector through said bore hole having 
a luminophor of su?icient mass to detect gamma rays in 
excess of 2.2 m. e. v., simultaneously passing a second 
scintillation detector through said bore hole having a 
luminophor of su?icient mass to detect gamma rays of 

27.2 in. e. ‘v., said two detectors being spaced from‘ the 
neutron source along the vertical axis of the bore hole 
with the first detector being positioned closer to the 
n'eutro'u source than said second detector whereby the ?rst 

5 detector is sensitive to chlorine capture gamma rays in 
excess of 2.2m. e‘. v. and relatively insensitive to hydro 
gen capture rays of 2.2 m. e. v. and whereby said second 
detector is relatively more sensitive to hydrogen capture 
gamma rays of 2.2 m. e. v., employing the photon output 
produced by the. luminophor of said ?rst detector to pro 
vide a ?rst signal that is proportional to the rate-of-oc 
currenceof the detected gamma rays in excess of 2.2 
m. e. v. and plotting said ?rst signal against the position 
of the logging instrument in the bore hole to provide a 
?rst log indicative of the rate-of-occurrence of chlorine 
nuclei at successive positions along said formation, em 
playing the photon output produced by the luminophor 
of said second detector to provide a second signal that is 
proportional to the rate of occurrence of the detected 
gamma rays of 2.2 m. e. v. and plotting said second 
signal against the position of the logging instrument in 
the bore hole to provide a second log indicative of the 
rate-of-occurrence of hydrogen nuclei at successive posi 
tions along said formation, thereby obtaining quantita 
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20 

25 tive knowledge distinguishing between oil and salt water 
in said formation. 
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